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 Kobra 310 TS

 Kobra 310 TS-AF

Two separate sets of cutting knives 
Two entry openings and two sets of cutting knives for the separate 

insertion and shredding of paper, CDs, DVDs, and credit cards 
and separation of shredded material into two bins

kobra 310 ts
Professional TOUCH SCREEN Shredder available in six shredding 
security levels. Carbon hardened cutting knives, una�ected by sta-
ples and metal clips. High precision design of cutting knives allows 
high shred loads with low power consumption. Motor thermal pro-
tection. 24 hour continuous duty motors: no duty cycle or timed 
cool down period. Shreds up to 47 sheets of paper at a time (A4 
70gr). Bag full stop with light signal. Two separate sets of cutting 
knives: one for paper and one for CDs, DVDs and credit cards. Two 
distinct integrated removable bins for separating shredded paper 
from plastic shreds. KOBRA 310 TS shreds transparent material 
too: keep your �nger for 5 seconds on the Forward control and the 
machine works continuously for 30 seconds.

Automatic Feeder - AF
shreds up to 170 sheets, whilst the operator can shred paper

in the main throat and CDs/DVDs/Credit Cards through the
 dedicated CD Cutting Unit at the same time. Specially equipped 

with the patented Anti-Jamming system in case the operator 
feeds the machine with crumpled or stapled paper

Throat
310 mm

Cabinet
135 l

Dimensions
53x43x96cm

920 W

Continuous
Duty motor

MEDIUM/LARGE OFFICE SHREDDERS

Easy to remove bag
Slide out tracks make it easy to empty the two waste collection bags

SUPER POTENTIAL POWER UNIT   heavy duty chain drive with steel gears
CONTINUOUS DUTY SHREDDING  24 hours a day without duty-cycle
ENERGY SMART®  power saving system: sleep mode after 8 seconds, 
automatic switch-o� after 4 hours of non-operation
TOUCH SCREEN  machine functions activated just by touching the control panel
EPC - Electronic Power Control  shows the shredding load required to optimise shredding without jams
START & STOP  automatic start and stop through electronic eyes
SAFETY STOP  automatic stop at the door opening
AUTOMATIC REVERSE   automatic reverse in case of jamming

Model
Shred Size

mm
Sheet Capacity**

A4 70gr     A4 80gr
Security Level

DIN 66399
Shreddable

Material

Kobra 310 TS SS4 3,8 37/39 31/33 P-2 O-2 T-2 E-2

Kobra 310 TS SS5 5,8 45/47 37/39 P-2 O-2 T-2 E-2

Kobra 310 TS CC2 1,9 x 15 17/19 14/16 P-5 T-5 E-4 F-2          +        **  

Kobra 310 TS CC4 3,9 x 40 29/31 25/27 P-4 0-3 T-4 E-3 F-1

Kobra 310 TS HS 0,8 x 9,5 11/13 10/11 P-6 F-3      +            **

Kobra 310 TS HS-6 0,8 x 5 5/6 4/5 P-7 F-3      +            **

* With Automatic Feeder: height + cm 7
** Capacity may vary on power supply, paper quality and lubrication of cutting knives

OPTIONALS DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE

Automatic Oiler automatically lubricates cutting knives
Option on models CC2 and CC4 Standard 
for HS and HS6 models

Automatic Feeder automatically shreds up to 170 sheets (A4/70gr) all cross cut models

Lockable Cover with High Security Key protects documents from unauthorized persons all models with Automatic Feeder

Shred Guard - Metal Detection System detects metal presence to prevent damages to cutting unit all models (without AF)

***CD / DVD Cutting Unit
Security Level O-1 T-2 E-2

separate cutting unit for
CDs, DVDs and Credit Cards

Option on HS and HS6 models.
Standard on SS4, SS5, CC2, CC4 models

AUTOMATIC OILER - AO 
135 Liter  quality cabinet equipped with 

a dedicated oil container holder
(standard for all 310 TS HD models)

kobra 310 ts hd Heavy Duty
Professional TOUCH SCREEN Heavy Duty Shredder 
available in four di�erent security levels. Carbon har-
dened cutting knives, una�ected by staples and metal 
clips. High precision design of cutting knives allows 
high shred loads with low power consumption. Motor 
thermal protection. 24 hour continuous duty motor: 
no duty cycle or timed cool down period. Shreds up 

to 56 sheets of paper at a time (A4 70gr), CDs, DVDs, 
Credit Cards and USB pen sticks. Bag full stop with 
light signal. KOBRA 310 TS HD shreds transparent 
material too: keep your �nger for 5 seconds on the 
Forward control and the machine works continuously 
for 30 seconds.

SUPER POTENTIAL POWER UNIT   heavy duty chain drive with steel gears
CONTINUOUS DUTY SHREDDING  24 hours a day without duty-cycle
ENERGY SMART®  power saving system: sleep mode after 8 seconds, 
automatic switch-o� after 4 hours of non-operation
TOUCH SCREEN  machine functions activated just by touching the control panel
EPC - Electronic Power Control  shows the shredding load required to optimise shredding without jams
START & STOP  automatic start and stop through electronic eyes
SAFETY STOP  automatic stop at the door opening
AUTOMATIC REVERSE   automatic reverse in case of jamming

ENERGY SMART ®  
Power saving system: the machine goes 

into automatic power saving stand-by 
after it has not been used for just 8 seconds 

and after 4 hours of not being used 
is switched o� at the mains

HEAVY DUTY SHREDDERS

Throat
310 mm

Cabinet
135 l

Dimensions
53x43x96cm

2600 W

Continuous
Duty motor

HEAVY DUTY
Shreds up to 56 sheets of paper 

at a time in cross cut

Model
Shred Size

mm
Sheet Capacity*

A4 70gr     A4 80gr
Security Level

DIN 66399
Shreddable

Material

Kobra 310 TS HD C2 1,9 x 15 30/32 27/29 P-5 O-4 T-5 E-4 F-2

Kobra 310 TS HD C4 3,9 x 40 54/56 48/50 P-4 O-3 T-4 E-3 F-1

Kobra 310 TS HD HS 0,8 x 9,5 20/22 18/20 P-6 O-5 T-6 E-5 F-3

Kobra 310 TS HD HS-6 1 x 5 12 10 P-7

*Capacity may vary on power supply, paper quality and lubrication of cutting knives

OPTIONALS DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE

Shred Guard - Metal Detection System detects metal presence to prevent damages to cutting unit all models

Automatic Oiler automatically lubricates cutting knives Standard for all models
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